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Abstract
A stochastic, hybrid computational fluid dynamics/computational combustion acoustics approach for combustion noise
prediction is applied to the PRECCINSTA laboratory scale combustor (prediction and control of combustion instabilities
in industrial gas turbines). The numerical method is validated for its ability to accurately reproduce broadband combustion noise levels from measurements. The approach is based on averaged flow field and turbulence statistics from
computational fluid dynamics simulations. The three-dimensional fast random particle method for combustion noise
prediction is employed for the modelling of time-resolved dynamics of sound sources and sound propagation via linearised Euler equations. A comprehensive analysis of simulated sound source dynamics is carried out in order to contribute to the understanding of combustion noise formation mechanisms. Therefrom gained knowledge can further on be
incorporated for the investigation of onset of thermoacoustic phenomena. The method-inherent stochastic Langevin
ansatz for the realisation of turbulence related source decay is analysed in terms of reproduction ability of local one- and
two-point statistical input and therefore its applicability to complex test cases. Furthermore, input turbulence statistics
are varied, in order to investigate the impact of turbulence on the resulting sound pressure spectra for a swirl stabilised,
technically premixed combustor.
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1 Introduction
In civil aviation, noise emission is a big issue for passengers, residential areas close to airports and the environment. There is a great need for a detailed
understanding of noise generation and, consecutively,
noise damping mechanisms. The extent of the problem
becomes obvious by looking at passenger volumes in
civil aviation of the past decade. In the period of 2001
to 2014, the global number of transported passengers
increased by 80%. According to estimates, volumes will
again double from now until 2028.1
From today’s standpoint, there are still certain
noise-producing components of air planes that are
poorly understood. Those are mainly parts in the
turbofan engines and their interaction with each
other. Engine noise makes up the predominant fraction

of aircraft sound emission.2,3 Therein, combustion
noise signiﬁcantly contributes at low frequencies.4
With the establishment of turbofan engines, exhaust
jet noise was reduced by large bypass ratios and also
by increased engine eﬃciency and in turn lower jet velocities. Furthermore, a lot of research eﬀort was put into
the understanding and reduction of fan noise. This situation further increases the relative importance of
1
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combustion noise for overall engine noise levels. The
recent direction of development to lean combustion
technologies for low-emission engines tends to further
promote combustion noise emission. Therefore, the
understanding of combustion noise is an important
research topic with expected increasing relevance in
the future. Further on, a more detailed understanding
of sound source formation and sound source location
in technically relevant combustion systems can contribute to investigations dealing with the onset of thermoacoustic instabilities, which can signiﬁcantly damage
burner systems and rapidly increase pollutant emission.
From a phenomenological point of view, combustion noise can be subdivided into indirect and direct
combustion noise. There are several mechanisms leading to indirect combustion noise formation. It can
emerge, e.g. from convectively transported hot spots
passing to the subsequent turbine stages or through
sudden ﬂow constrictions.5–7 Further causes for indirect combustion noise formation can be vorticity ﬂuctuations8,9 or compositional inhomogeneities.10 Leyko
et al.11 reason that indirect combustion noise can be
dominant over direct noise, especially for higher combustor exit Mach numbers, as in installed applications.
In contrast to this, direct combustion noise is linked
to ﬂuctuating heat release in the reaction zone, due to the
interaction of the ﬂame with turbulence. Actually, there
is no feasible approach for the separation of indirect and
direct combustion noise emission from engines.12 This is
subject to prevailing studies.13–15
In the past, direct combustion noise was numerically
investigated in many works.16–25 However, the sound
generation mechanism and the spectral outcome of
combustion noise are still poorly understood. From a
modelling point of view, certain assumptions are necessary regarding the dynamics of direct combustion noise
formation. Two of the most popular are either assuming a spectral distribution of heat release, as employed
by for example Hirsch et al.,25 where model spectra
from turbulence theory are used in order to describe
acoustic source term dynamics.26 Or, the correlation
dynamics of combustion noise sources can be directly
modelled, as for example by Liu and Echekki.27 In
order to tackle the issue of getting close to the physical
correlation of combustion noise sources, they furthermore published a study on direct numerical simulation
(DNS) data of V-ﬂames.28 In the presented paper, a
two-point space–time correlation function is employed
for combustion noise prediction, relying on local turbulent integral statistics in the acoustic near ﬁeld.
As summarised by Tam,12 there are some theoretical
investigations addressing the characteristics of turbulent
combustion noise. Kotake and Takamoto29,30 and
Rajaram and Lieuwen31 investigated the spectral shape
of open ﬂame combustion noise, ﬁnding that it is

independent of conﬁguration parameters like burner
size, turbulence levels and fuel composition. Mahan
and Karchmer32 observed similarity between open
ﬂame combustion noise and high-speed jet noise.
Tam12 applied his similarity spectra33 to several combustion noise measurements, also ﬁnding reasonable agreement from a semi-empirical theory developed for highspeed jets. Tam et al.34 investigated combustion noise
from auxiliary power units, being able to ﬁt experimental data to one particular similarity spectrum associated
to large-scale turbulence.33 Furthermore, Mathews and
Rekos35 and Ho and Doyle36 studied the spectral shape
of noise for turbofan engines and respectively found
characteristic spectral curves which however diﬀer
from the similarity theory of Tam et al.33 Nonetheless,
no present study goes beyond empirical ﬁndings.
The understanding of sound generation mechanisms
in combustion systems is important for the accurate
modelling of combustion noise emissions and thermoacoustic phenomena, which – as mentioned previously –
can cause structural damage and signiﬁcantly increased
pollutant emission. In principle, sources of combustion
acoustics can be determined from fully or partially scale
resolving simulations, which also allow for the capture
of thermoacoustic phenomena. However, direct methods are computationally expensive. Therefore, hybrid
computational ﬂuid dynamics/ computational aero
acoustics (CFD/CAA) approaches are an attractive
alternative, since they provide a large potential for computational resource savings. Furthermore, analysing a
problem with hybrid methods gives the possibility to
apply speciﬁcally optimised methods to sub-problems18
and allows for manifold analyses, although acoustic
feedback phenomena cannot be directly resolved.
The approach of combustion noise modelling utilised in this work was derived by Mühlbauer et al.,37
using the sound source reconstruction algorithm from
Ewert.38–41 It was named the hybrid random particle
mesh approach for combustion noise prediction
(RPM-CN).42 The employed physical source term
model was derived from ﬁrst principles, using a fundamental pressure–density relation, leading to the linearised Euler energy equation with a right-hand side
(RHS) forcing,42 where the complete RHS source
expression of the pressure–density relation was taken
from Candel et al.43 Their comprehensive source term
formulation was condensed to a temperature-variance
based, monopole source term expression.
In recent works, the RPM-CN approach was further
developed by Grimm et al.44–46 by making use of a
more eﬃcient but also particle-based sound source
reconstruction approach, the Fast Random Particle
Method (FRPM) from Ewert et al.,47 leading to
FRPM-CN, the fast random particle method for combustion noise prediction (FRPM-CN). Increased
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algorithmic eﬃciency allowed for the extension of the
method to full 3D sound source and sound propagation
modelling.46 Employing FRPM furthermore facilitated
the numerical consideration of recirculation zones,
which is necessary for combustion noise prediction in
swirl stabilized combustion.48,49 A laboratory scale
combustor was investigated in preceding works at
atmospheric conditions with FRPM-CN by Grimm
et al.,49 which showed mainly broadband combustion
noise emission. Fairly good agreement between measurements and simulation of ﬂow ﬁeld, combustion and
acoustics were achieved, whereas combustion noise
levels were predicted accurately especially for low frequencies. The hybrid approach was compared with a
direct simulation from a compressible projection
ansatz. It was shown that the hybrid method was
almost an order of magnitude more eﬃcient than the
direct approach in terms of computational times.
However phenomena with feedback between ﬂow ﬁeld
and acoustics could not be captured by the sequential
FRPM-CN. Consecutively, the PRECCINSTA burner
was numerically investigated for a partially premixed
operation mode.50 Good agreement between experiment and CFD simulation was found for ﬂow ﬁeld
and combustion. Experimentally determined sound
pressure spectra were well reproduced especially for
higher frequencies and the characteristic shape of combustion noise in the encased, swirl stabilized conﬁguration was nicely described.
In the present work, the PRECCINSTA test case is
investigated with a more detailed focus on sound source
reconstruction and sound source dynamics, as reconstructed by the hybrid, stochastic FRPM-CN. The
employed stochastic Langevin ansatz for turbulence
synthetisation47,51 is tested in view of one- and twopoints statistics reproduction ability. The issue of the
quality of reproduction of – from CFD simulations
prescribed – integral turbulence statistics, namely integral length- and timescales is critically discussed. As
mentioned previously, in general there is still a lack in
understanding the noise production mechanisms in turbulent combustion. By proposing a particular correlation function and the provision of detailed analysis
of resulting sound source dynamics, a contribution
towards the understanding of combustion noise production mechanism from a statistical point of view is
provided.
Additionally, sensitivity of sound pressure spectra
and their characteristics from a variation of turbulence
input quantities is tested. It is shown that a fairly good
reproduction of broadband sound emission evaluated
from experiments can be achieved with unmodiﬁed statistical input from CFD Reynolds averaged Navier
Stokes (RANS) statistics with at the same time satisfactory reproduction of turbulence statistics. A detailed
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investigation of combustion noise spectral shape in
view of dependence on turbulence levels is provided
in order to contribute to studies towards a universally
describing theory on combustion noise, possibly based
on similarity spectra.12
The paper is structured as follows: First, method and
theoretical framework are introduced. Subsequently,
the combustor test case is described as well as the conﬁgurations of CFD RANS and computational combustion acoustics (CCA) computations. An eﬀectively
realised source variance evaluated solely from CFD
data serves as main criterion for source ﬁeld location
determination. Consecutively, the employed stochastic
Langevin model for turbulence synthetisation and a
sound source reconstruction approach are evaluated
for their ability to reproduce prescribed averaged turbulence statistics. Finally, a parametric study based on
a variation of integral turbulence input parameters is
carried out, analysing the impact on combustion noise
sound pressure spectra.

2 The framework for source-correlationbased modelling of noise spectra
In the presented work, a sound source reconstruction
algorithm is used. It realises correlated forcing in an
assumed source region based on local turbulence statistics. Therefore, at ﬁrst, the choice of modelling
approach is justiﬁed by introducing the idea of noise
spectra expressed with correlated sound sources.
Statistical noise modelling can be based on acoustic
analogies, which were introduced ﬁrst by Lighthill in
the 1950s.52,53 The analogy concept describes the physical behaviour of sound generated by a forcing mechanism q and its propagation in a domain via certain
characteristics, expressed by a wave equation operator
L acting on the ﬂuctuating acoustic pressure as the lefthand side ﬁeld variable
Lp0 ðx1 , tÞ ¼ qðx1 , tÞ

ð1Þ

In other words, as explained for example by Ewert
et al.,47 it provides the connection between the pressure
recorder position with vanishing source terms on the
left-hand side and the near ﬁeld forcing emerging
from sound created aerodynamically or – as in the
herein treated case – created by the interaction of chemistry and turbulence. The pressure at sound recorder
positions can then be generally expressed as
p0 ðx1 , tÞ ¼

Z Z Z1
1
G^ a ðx, x1 , !Þqðx, t1 Þ
2
1
 expði!ðt  t1 ÞÞdt1 d!dn x

ð2Þ
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G^ a ðx, x1 , !Þ is the harmonic Green’s function of an
adjoint set of equations54 associated to the wave operator L. It is dependent on the source position x, an
observer point x1 and the angular frequency !. The
concept described with equations (1) and (2) is illustrated in Figure 1.
The autocorrelation of acoustic pressure at an arbitrary observer position x1 is related to the power spectral density (PSD) via Fourier transform

depiction is the key issue for reliable simulation of
noise levels in combustion acoustics applications.
Therefore, one of the main aspects of the presented
investigations is the detailed analysis of realisation of
source ﬁeld correlation statistics for a complex application case.

^ 1 , !Þ ¼
Sðx

Z

1



0

0



p ðx1 , tÞ p ðx1 , t þ Þ expði!tÞd

ð3Þ

1

h. . .i denotes ensemble averaging. With the employment of equation (2), the spectrum can be expressed in
terms of near ﬁeld source statistics for ergodic problems
^ 1 , !Þ ¼
Sðx


Z Z Z

1

G^ a ðx, x1 , !ÞG^ a ðx þ r, x1 , !Þ
1


qðx, t1 Þqðx þ r, t1 þ Þ expði!Þddn xdn r
ð4Þ

An important information can be extracted from
equation (4): the cross-covariance is the only unknown
for the determination of acoustic pressure spectra at
arbitrary observer positions. The Green’s functions
are deterministically linked to the prescribed wave
operator. They provide the basic equations’ fundamental solution. The cross-correlation therefore is the component of interest. It is implicitly modelled by the
herein used sound source reconstruction approach.
Equation (4) furthermore motivates noise modelling
with two-point correlated sources. Their accurate

Figure 1. Illustration for equations (1) and (2), the concept of
^
the acoustic analogy, near field forcing and the Greens function G,
connecting acoustic near field x and observer positions x 1 .

3 Stochastic combustion noise modelling
In the following section, the theoretical framework of
the employed method, FRPM-CN, is described. The
hybrid time-domain approach uses the sound source
reconstruction algorithm FRPM from Ewert et al.40,47
for the determination of statistically stationary, ﬂuctuating sound sources Qðx, tÞ according to local turbulence and ﬂow ﬁeld statistics from CFD simulations.

3.1 The fast random particle method for combustion noise prediction
A main feature of the method is the accurate realisation
of one and two-point statistics of the resulting ﬂuctuating sound sources. Sources are constructed from an
Eulerian point of view.55,56 Their cross-covariance is
Gaussian in space and exponential in time
Rðx, r, Þ ¼ hQðx, tÞQðx þ r, t þ Þi


^ exp  jj   jr  uc j2
¼ RðxÞ
0
T 4l2T ðxÞ

ð5Þ

Equation (5) is the FRPM-method inherent correlation function. It is herein assumed to be approximately valid for the correlation function of monopole
combustion noise sources in a turbulent ﬂow regime.
Up to now, the exact correlation function of combustion noise sources for swirl stabilised, partially premixed combustion is still not known. Therefore it has
to be assumed and the assumption has to be validated.
lT and  T denote integral length- and time-scales and
uc0 is the convection velocity. The convention with spatial variables is x for the source ﬁeld location. r is the
separation distance between sources on streamlines. R^
denotes the variance of the correlated quantity for no
separation space r and time . The correlation function,
as realised by equation (5), is depicted in Figure 2. It
describes an exponential decay of sound sources, based
on the local integral time scale. Spatial extensions of
downstream correlation peaks depend on the local integral length scale. Their location on the time-delay axis
results from source convection velocity along the investigated streamline. So to say, the correlation function as
depicted in Figure 2 describes turbulence induced decay
of sound sources along ﬂow ﬁeld streamlines and how
sound sources develop while travelling downstream.
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spatio-temporal white noise with a Gaussian statistical
distribution, for which the properties

Figure 2. Employed space–time correlation function for combustion noise sources, according to equation (5). Time delay over
normalised correlation coefficient.

The basic concept behind the employed sound
source reconstruction algorithm is to obtain ﬂuctuating
sources by the spatial ﬁltering of a spatial white noise
ﬁeld U
Z

^
AðxÞGðjx
 x0 j, lT ÞUðx0 , tÞdn x0

Qðx, tÞ ¼

ð6Þ

VnS

G represents the ﬁltering operation, which is for FRPM
recursive.47 The ﬁlter kernel width depends on the local
integral length scale lT. Integration is performed over
the source domain VnS , n denotes the dimension. The
^
amplitude function AðxÞ
needs to be scaled in a way
that it preserves the local target variance for
Qðx, tÞ.57,47,42 It is connected with the source variance
R^ through
A^ ¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n ðxÞ
^
RðxÞ=l
T

ð7Þ

Equation (6) is implemented with a particle concept, where particles i at positions xi carry a random
value, which is used for source reconstruction from
ﬁltering operations on the discrete spatial noise ﬁeld
U. Source dynamics in a turbulent ﬂow ﬁeld are
then modelled as follows: A decorrelation eﬀect in
time during particle convection is realised with an
appropriate change of random values of particles.
This is mathematically described with a Langevin
equation.51,47 It is shaped in a Lagrangian frame,
reading
D0
1
U¼ Uþ
T
Dt

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
ðx, tÞ
T

ð8Þ

D0 =Dt ¼ @=@t þ uc0  r and the convection velocity are
determined by the averaged velocity ﬁeld uc0 which is
extracted from CFD simulations. ðx, tÞ represents

hðx, tÞi ¼ 0

ð9Þ

hðx, tÞðx þ r, t þ Þi ¼ ðÞðrÞ

ð10Þ

hold. Equation (8) and its implications for the properties of ðx, tÞ and Uðx, tÞ account for the shape of the
temporal part of the correlation function in equation
(5), expðjj=T Þ. The analytical solution for sound
source decay according to equation (8) describes an
exponential curve, which is also drawn in Figure 2.
Details on the employed concept of convective white
noise and its impact on the properties of ðx, tÞ and
Uðx, tÞ are discussed in detail for example by Ewert
et al.47
According to equation (6), a spatial ﬁlter is convoluted with the white noise ﬁeld, leading to the spatial
component of equation (5), as shown in foregoing
works by Mühlbauer et al.55,58 The spatial ﬁlters used
in this work are Gaussian. The ﬁlter width is dependent
on the local length scale, prescribed by the RANS ﬂow
ﬁeld. The advancement of the random particle values in
time and therefore the decorrelation mechanism is realised by discretising equation (8) with
ri ðt þ tÞ ¼ ri ðtÞ þ si ðtÞ

ð11Þ

as explained in the literature.40,47,58 A particle i carries a
random value at time t þ t, which is made up by ri ðtÞ
and si ðtÞ at time t, a Gaussian time-uncorrelated
random value. This discrete approach realises the exponential decay or decorrelation for the appropriate
choice of  and , which are both related to the time
scale  T via  ¼ 1  t=T and  ¼ ð2t=T Þ1=2 .  is
chosen in a way to transiently preserve the RMS
value of ri. The overall sound source reconstruction
procedure for a swirl-stabilised combustion test case
is depicted in Figure 3.
Particles i are homogeneously seeded onto the source
ﬁeld, carrying random values ri. Those values change at
every time step according to equation (11), which is the
implementation of the Langevin concept of equations
(8) and (10). Source convection is incorporated by convecting particles with the underlying mean velocity ﬁeld
uc from CFD simulations. The particle ﬁeld is mapped
to an orthonormal source ﬁeld grid using area weighting. In that way, discrete noise is realised, which develops in time according to equation (8) or explicitly,
equation (11). Spatial, recursive ﬁltering (equation (6))
and amplitude scaling of source ﬂuctuation with the
local temperature variance solution from CFD simulations gives the physical realisation of broadband combustion noise sources.
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D~ 00 =Dt in equation (15) is subject to FRPM reconstruction. Therefore, the variance and amplitude scaling
according to equation (6) and equation (7) holds. The
correlation function parameters in equation (5), namely
the turbulent length- and time-scales lT and  T, have to
be speciﬁed
lT ¼ cT,l

Figure 3. Scheme of the fast random particle method for a
swirl-stabilised combustor application case. Steps to sound
sources from a field of particles carrying random values.

3.2 Combustion noise source term formulation and
the acoustic model
In the present work, a modiﬁed set of linearised Euler
equations in combination with a temperature variance
based source term formulation is used. Components
with mean ﬂow gradient terms are neglected. This
denotes a compromise for more stability of the CCA
simulations but against an exact depiction of refraction
eﬀects. The modiﬁed set reads
@0
  u0 ¼ 0
þe
u  r0 þ r
@t

ð12Þ

@u0
rp0
þ ðe
u  rÞu0 þ
¼0
@t


ð13Þ

@p0
  u0 ¼ qp
þe
u  rp0 þ pr
@t

and T ¼ cT,

ð14Þ

ð15Þ

, p and T are given as ﬁeld variables from RANS calculations and they form the pre-factor for the reconstructed combustion noise sources. The  denotes
Favre-averaging. The substantial time derivative

1
 !

ð16Þ

k and ! are the turbulent kinetic energy and turbulence
frequency, respectively.  ¼ 0:09 is a constant of the
employed k!–SST turbulence model.59 The coupling
parameters cT,l and cT, of the integral scales in equation (16) are varied in parametric studies within this
work to investigate a variation of statistical turbulence
input on resulting sound pressure spectra. This variation also denotes a test of diﬀerent correlation functions of combustion noise sound sources, since changes
in correlation parameters alter the shape of the realised
correlation function, equation (5). The variance scaling
is formulated42 for the temperature variance as the driving sound generation mechanism to
00 2
g
T
R^ ¼ 2
T

1
and A^ ¼
T

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
00 2
g
T
lnT

ð17Þ

The temperature variance, however, is determined
from a transport equation60,58 in the preceding RANS
calculations, as introduced in foregoing investigations,44–46,48 reading
00 2uÞ  r 
g
  ðT
r

The noise source model in conjunction with the linearised Euler equations was derived and presented in
detail by Mühlbauer et al.42 A pressure–density relation
with a generalised formulation for RHS terms is
reshaped in order to get the left-hand side equal to
the energy equation of linearised Euler equations,
expressed in terms of pressure. A RHS prescription
rule for sound sources is there-from obtained, eventually leading to the compact source term formulation
~ 00
p DT
qp ¼
T~ Dt

k1=2
 !

t


þ

t

Pr Prt
00 2
g
T



00 2
g
rT

~ 2 C
 T
¼2
ðrTÞ

Prt
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄTﬄ}
production

ð18Þ

production

with the model constant CT ¼ 2. and Pr are the viscosity and the Prandtl number, respectively. The indices
t and T mean turbulent and turbulent temperature
associated, respectively.

4 The PRECCINSTA burner test case
The basic design of the PRECCINSTA burner test case
is schematically shown in Figure 4. An air plenum is
mounted upstream of the combustion chamber. Air is
led into the plenum and consecutively through a swirler
into the combustor. The radially aligned swirler consists
of 12 vanes. The fuel (CH4) is induced from a fuel
plenum into the swirler through single holes in a jetin-crossﬂow alignment.61 Fuel and air then mix within
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Figure 4. Schematic drawing of the PRECCINSTA burner with
basic dimensions.61
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exits the combustion chamber through a converging
nozzle.
A CFD RANS simulation is compared with averaged results from stereoscopic particle image velocimetry (PIV)61,62 of velocity at horizontal proﬁle lines in
the combustion chamber at h ¼ 6 mm, 10 mm, 20 mm
and 40 mm. Single-shot laser Raman measurements61
are available for temperature proﬁle lines and the
mean species concentrations (O2,CH4,CO2,H2O) at
the same positions for validation of combustion and
reaction mechanism.
Acoustic pressure is sampled at a combustion chamber microphone position at z ¼ 42.5 mm, y ¼ r ¼
42.5 mm and x ¼ h ¼ 20 mm. Air and fuel mass ﬂow
rates are m_ air ¼ 574 g/min and m_ fuel ¼ 30 g/min at the
respective inlets, while the burner is operated at
Pth ¼ 25 kW and  ¼ 0:9 with a global mixture fraction
of f ¼ 0.0498. Methane and air are burnt at atmospheric
conditions. Under the given operation conditions, the
Reynolds number of the conﬁguration is Re ¼ 27,000,
evaluated at the plenum air inlet. The local Mach
number at the air inlet is Ma ¼ 0.047 and Ma ¼ 0.1 at
the combustor exhaust duct. The maximum Mach
number is estimated to Ma ¼ 0.15 in the nozzle prior
to the combustion chamber expansion. Mach numbers
are estimated based on the averaged CFD ﬂow ﬁeld
quantities.

5 CFD simulation

Figure 5. Sectional view of temperature (left) and methane
mass fraction (right) in the combustor with measurement locations and spatial conventions.

a converging nozzle, which is characterised by a conical
centre body. The tip of the centre body denotes the
origin of the global coordinate system, as shown in
Figure 5. Subsequently, the technically premixed air–
fuel mixture expands into the combustion chamber,
which has the dimensions 114  85  85 mm. There,
for the investigated operation condition, the ﬂame
anchors at the tip of the bluﬀ body and shows a
V-shape, as can be seen in Figure 5. The burnt gas

The CFD simulation serves as basis for the consecutively performed combustion acoustics analyses. Mean
ﬂow ﬁeld quantities are fed as background ﬂow ﬁeld to
the linearised Euler equations for sound propagation.
Besides that, ﬂow ﬁeld and turbulence statistics determine turbulence induced decay and local source extensions in the sound source reconstruction algorithm.
The CFD RANS setup was introduced in detail by
Grimm et al.50 and will therefore only be sketched here.
Diﬀerent discretisations and reaction mechanisms were
tested by Grimm et al.50 and a detailed discussion of
results and an opposition with experimental data was
provided. It was reasoned that the results are in good
agreement with experimental data and therefore suitable for the reproduction of sound sources and prediction of measured power spectral densities in the treated
model combustor. Consequently, numerical CFD
results are not explicitly shown here.
Simulations are carried out with the ﬁnite-volumebased German Aerospace Center (DLR) in-house code
THETA in its incompressible variant. The incompressible governing equations are treated with a SIMPLE
solution strategy. For solution progression in time, a
three-point backward (TPB) scheme is employed.
Turbulence is modelled with the k-!–shear stress
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transport (SST) model in its version of 2003.59 The
computational grid consists of 16.6 M tetrahedral elements and 2.9 M points. It is reﬁned in the regions of the
swirler, the converging nozzle, the main reaction zone
in the combustion chamber and contains prism layers in
the converging nozzle leading to the combustion chamber expansion. At inlets, mass ﬂow rates are speciﬁed,
while the static pressure is set to ambient reference conditions at the combustion chamber outlet.
Combustion is modelled with a global one-step reaction scheme of Westbrook and Dryer63 in a combined
Eddy Dissipation Model/ Finite Rate Chemistry
(EDM/FRC) approach. For a ﬁeld solution of temperature variance in steady state calculations, an additional transport equation for the temperature variance,
equation (18), is solved on top of the reacting ﬂow ﬁeld
solution.

International Journal of Spray and Combustion Dynamics 0(0)

Figure 6. Computational combustion acoustics grid with
employed boundary conditions.50

6 CCA specifications
Acoustics simulations are performed with the DLR inhouse ﬁnite-diﬀerence based code perturbation investigation of aerodynamic noise (PIANO)64 and sound
source reconstruction is carried out with FRPM. Due
to the use of a ﬁnite-diﬀerence based scheme, the computational grid is required to be fully structured. It consists of 1.5 M hexahedral elements and 1.94 M nodes in
938 blocks. For spatial discretisation, the DRP scheme
of Tam and Webb65 is used. Up to 15 kHz are spatially
resolved. Resolution is highest in regions with large
ﬂow ﬁeld and density gradients, while smallest resolution is given in the upstream air plenum.
Furthermore, especially in large density gradient
regions, the computational grid is optimised with
respect to the local maximum cell growth rate, realising
a value of 1.05 for adjacent cells. For time evolution, a
four-step Runge–Kutta scheme is used. Mean ﬂow ﬁeld
quantities are interpolated onto the computational
acoustics grid from the unstructured CFD mesh using
a statistical Kriging algorithm.66 The density ﬁeld is
smoothed in the regions where the fuel jets enter the
air stream in the swirler ducts for stability reasons.
Besides this local smoothing, the background ﬂow
ﬁeld from CFD remains unmodiﬁed. The overall simulation time step is t ¼ 2:2  107 s. Pressure spectra
are evaluated over a simulated real-time of 0.2 s. The
outer topology of the computational grid and employed
boundary conditions are displayed in Figure 6.
For the combustor inlet, a non-reﬂecting radiation
boundary65 is applied. Only minor sound reﬂection
from the plenum inlet is expected due to an area
jump from inlet tube to plenum of about 3/10. Also,
the inlet tube leading to the air plenum in the experiment is considerably longer (L=D ¼ 9) compared to the
simulation setup (L=D ¼ 1:04), with the diameter of the

Figure 7. Combustor mid-plane with regions of contribution
to the combustion noise source term. Effectively realised target
source variance ’, evaluated from CFD RANS data and normalised to the maximum value in the inner shear layer ’max.50
CFD: computational fluid dynamics; RANS: Reynolds averaged
Navier Stokes.

duct D ¼ 24 mm. Therefore, inlet tube computational
boundaries are treated as non-reﬂecting. The combustor outlet tube is enclosed by an additional plenum,
surrounded with a sponge layer and radiation boundaries. Therefore, a natural wave reﬂection behaviour is
enabled at the combustor outlet in the prevailing low
Mach number case. Walls are set as fully reﬂecting with
a ghost-point modelling ansatz from Tam and Dong.67
For the analysis of source region spatial extensions
in the treated application case, the eﬀectively realised
target variance for no separation distance and time is
evaluated from CFD-RANS quantities, reading
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
00 2
g
p T
’¼
T2
T~

ð19Þ

All variables in equation (19) can be directly
extracted from CFD RANS data. The resulting contour of ’=’max is shown on a combustor mid-plane
cut in Figure 7. It indicates region in the combustion
chamber where contributions to the combustion noise
source term are present.
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Based on the proﬁle, the source ﬁeld region extensions are chosen, including 95% of the source contributions. Strongest amplitudes of noise sources are
according to this indicator present close to the stagnation point near the tip of the conical centre body in the
inner shear layer. The contour furthermore indicates
contributions in the outer shear layer, which are
herein considered.
Based on the ’-criterion of equation (19), the source
ﬁeld region is chosen to be within x 2 ½10mm; 50 mm]
and y, z 2 [–38 mm; 38 mm]. The auxiliary source ﬁeld
grid is discretised with 346.6 K elements and an initial
particle distribution of 1.154 particles per cell. A recursive ﬁlter is employed for source ﬁltering according to
the local turbulent length scale for source extensions
and turbulence induced decay is incorporated with the
previously introduced ﬁrst order Langevin ansatz. The
FRPM grid is equidistant and orthogonal with a direct
resolution of x ¼ y ¼ z ¼ 1 mm.
The analysis of source statistics reproduction ability
with FRPM and the Langevin model is investigated for
one- and two-point statistics. For one-point statistics
analysis, the source signal is sampled at discrete
points at heights of h ¼ x ¼ 6, 10, 20, 40 mm and
RMS values of the ﬂuctuating source signals are evaluated and compared to statistical input from CFDRANS. For the two-point analysis, arrays of virtual
microphones are placed along streamlines close to the
inner shear layer of the CFD solution ﬁeld, which are
depicted in Figure 8. Recorded ﬂuctuating source signal
is auto- and cross-correlated.
Besides the performance of the stochastic sound
source reconstruction approach, the impact of diﬀerent

Figure 8. Source field with mid-plane of dimensionless axial
velocity field, iso-contours of direct combustion noise sources
and exemplary streamlines in the inner shear layer for correlation
analysis of transient source signal. Dashed lines indicate sampling
lines of fluctuating sound source signals at h ¼ x ¼ 6, 10, 20,
40 mm for one-point statistics analysis.

9
turbulence levels on resulting pressure spectra in the
combustion chamber is studied. The following sets of
turbulence statistics input in Table 1 are tested, according to equation (16).

7 CCA results
Selected results of the acoustics simulations are shown
in Figure 9. Iso-surfaces of direct combustion noise
sources are superimposed to mid-plane cuts of the
reacting CFD RANS density distribution. It appears
that direct combustion noise sources in this particular,
partially premixed, swirl stabilised case, are mainly
located in the inner shear layer in the combustion

Table 1. Investigated cases of turbulence input quantities
according to equation (16) for the computational combustion
acoustics simulations.
Case

cT,l

cT,

Case

cT,l

cT,

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6

0.001
0.01
0.1
0.5
1.5
2.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

#7
#8
#9
#10
#11
#12

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.001
0.01
0.1
0.5
1.5
2.0

Figure 9. Top: CFD computational domain with mid-plane of
 ref Þ½ distribution and exemplary isonormalized density =ð
contours of combustion noise sound sources. Bottom: combustion chamber cutting planes with instantaneous solution of
acoustic pressure p0=ðref c2ref Þ½ and iso-contours of direct
combustion noise sources qp =ð fref ref c2ref Þ½. Reference quantities are listed in Appendix 1.
CFD: computational fluid dynamics.
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chamber. Due to larger integral length scales further
downstream, spatial extensions of sources increase
accordingly.
However, largest amplitudes of source ﬂuctuation
are present rather close to the tip of the ﬂame, as indicated with the eﬀectively realised source variance in
Figure 7. Pressure ﬂuctuations near the front plate of
the combustor are strongest and no spurious reﬂection
at inlet and outlet radiation boundaries is observed. A
stable solution of sound propagation with a mean ﬂow
ﬁeld containing large density and ﬂow ﬁeld gradients is
achieved by solving for the modiﬁed set of linearised
Euler equations (12) to (14). Compared to the genuine
linearised Euler equations, components consisting of
mean-ﬂow gradient terms are neglected, since they are
potentially causing instabilities. Therefore, the use of a
modiﬁed set of basic equations means a compromise
between stability of the numerical simulation and the
accurate depiction of sound refraction in the
combustor.
Pressure spectra of the simulated operation case at
the microphone position z ¼ 42.5 mm, y ¼ r ¼
42.5 mm, x ¼ h ¼ 20 mm are displayed in Figure 10.
Numerical narrow band pressure spectra are evaluated
from68

Experimental data show several distinct characteristics: Two peaks are present in the spectrum, assigned to
a thermoacoustic instability with a longitudinal mode69
at about 350–400 Hz. The second peak is assigned to its
ﬁrst harmonic at 650–800 Hz. In comparison, the
numerical simulation with FRPM-CN has no distinct
peak at the respective frequency positions, since thermoacoustic phenomena cannot be depicted with this
hybrid, sequential method. Absolute noise levels are
captured without altering turbulence quantities according to equation (16) or artiﬁcially scaling absolute
sound pressure levels by changing the source variance
in equation (17). Combustion noise levels are determined solely from CFD simulation input.
The FRPM-CN spectra show a very similar slope
compared to the experimental spectrum for high frequencies. FRPM-CN indicates the fraction of direct
combustion noise of the investigated operation point,
due to the consideration of direct noise sources and
sound propagation via linearised Euler equations
only. The presented results therefore suggest that, in
this particular case, direct combustion noise is dominant over indirect, since absolute sound pressure levels
are fully reproduced with the employed broadband
combustion noise simulation approach. This circumstance was conﬁrmed by investigations on a diﬀerent,
swirl stabilized burner operated at atmospheric conditions.49 Regions of potential indirect noise production,
like the combustor exit area section, are modelled with
steady background ﬂow and unsteady sound propagation. Therefore, indirect noise is not resolved by the
approach.
Additionally, there are discrepancies between numerical simulation and experimental pressure spectra.
Especially for low frequencies, the characteristic tableau
shape of the spectrum is reproduced by the simulation,
but amplitudes are overestimated. As can be seen from
ﬂuctuating sound source signal at upstream and downstream observer points in Figure 16, downstream
sources have a large amplitude and therefore a great
inﬂuence on resulting sound pressure spectra. Due to
larger timescales downstream in the shear layer, as indicated in Figure 15, downstream ﬂuctuations are
expected to rather contribute to the spectrum at lower
frequencies. Therefore, a possible reason for discrepancies in this particular case is the inaccuracy of downstream turbulent timescale prediction by the CFD
RANS simulation. As shown with the parametric
study in Figure 12, the shape of pressure spectra could
be slightly adapted by altering turbulent timescales. This
however necessitates artiﬁcial amplitude scaling of
sound source ﬂuctuation in order to match experimental
levels. Additionally, unwanted spurious noise could
result from too coarse resolution of the sound source
region, leading to poor quality of reconstructed proﬁles

 
p^ p^
S^ ¼ lim
t!1
t

^
Sf
and Lp ¼ 10 log
pref

!
ð20Þ

with the reference pressure pref ¼ 2  105 Pa and the
frequency band  f ¼ 1 Hz in simulation and experiment. p^ and p^  denote harmonized acoustic pressure
and its conjugate complex, respectively.

Figure 10. Comparison of experimentally (Stöhr and Werner,
2015, Personal communication) and numerically evaluated sound
pressure spectrum50 of the reference case in the combustion
chamber at z ¼ 42.5 mm, y ¼ r ¼ 42.5 mm, x ¼ h ¼ 20 mm.
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and therefore variances of ﬂuctuating synthetic sound
sources. This circumstance is partially reﬂected in the
variance proﬁles in Figures 13 and 14. A ﬁner resolution
of the source ﬁeld grid would lead to a better representation of lengthscales from the CFD simulation in the
combustion chamber and more accurate source ﬁltering
operations. A signiﬁcant reﬁnement however means a
large increase of computational turnaround times and
is therefore not considered in this work.
The computations were carried out in a total of 4052
CPU-h, while the CFD fraction of computational time
amounts to 1356 CPU-h.
Further on, turbulence input for FRPM-CN is varied,
based on the reference CFD simulation and according to
Table 1. Turbulent integral length- and time scales
serve as input for the stochastic sound source reconstruction algorithm, referring to equation (16).
Integral time scales are used for the synthetisation of
turbulence-induced decay, while integral length scales
determine local spatial source extensions. A variation
of both is carried out in order to study the diﬀerences in
spectral shape of combustion noise spectra in a complex, encased conﬁguration dependent on diﬀerent
degrees of turbulence input.
Impact on pressure spectra from variation input of
integral length-scales at the combustor microphone
position z ¼ 42.5 mm, y ¼ r ¼ 42.5 mm, x ¼ h ¼
20 mm is studied in Figure 11. Combustion noise
source spatial extensions are deﬁned by the local integral length scale. An increase in turbulent length scales
by larger values of cT,l , as in Table 1 from Case 1 to
Case 6 results in larger noise sources. Therefore, stronger forcing is applied and consequently overall noise
levels are higher, as can be seen in Figure 11.

However, no change in shape of spectra over the investigated frequency range is observed.
According to equation (17), a variation of integral
time scales inversely aﬀects sound source ﬂuctuation
amplitude. The larger integral time scales are used, the
smaller absolute sound pressure levels in Figure 12 and
vice versa. For a variation of integral time scales, however, a change of shape in combustion noise spectra in
this particular case can be observed. The larger integral
time scales are applied due to a variation of cT, in equation (16), the more prominent low-frequency noise
becomes. Further on, the slope of sound pressure spectra
in Figure 12 for higher frequencies changes with variation of cT, . The descent in the spectra for higher frequencies becomes larger for larger values of cT, , as can
be seen particularly for Cases 10 to 12. It would therefore be possible to achieve an improved match with
experimental data compared to the results in
Figure 10. However no calibration is carried out here.
A ﬁt of calibration constants would provide better agreement with measurements in this particular case. Then,
for such a speciﬁc adaptation no general conclusion
could be drawn for the applicability of FRPM-CN to
diﬀerent test cases. The carried out parametric variations indicate nonetheless, that there is only a weak
correlation between a variation of turbulence related
input and resulting sound pressure spectra.
Subsequently, reproduction ability of prescribed
one- and two-point turbulence statistics with 3D
FRPM-CN for the case without any scaling of turbulence
quantities,
cT,l ¼ cT, ¼ 1,
is
analysed.
Accordance of prescription and FRPM-CN reproduction of target variance on lateral proﬁle lines and the
quality of modelling of turbulence induced decay on

Figure 11. Variation of turbulent integral length scale input for
FRPM-CN from CFD data, according to Table 1, impact on
spectral shape of combustion noise for the PRECCINSTA burner
test case.
CFD: computational fluid dynamics; FRPM-CN: fast random
particle method for combustion noise.

Figure 12. Variation of turbulent integral time scale input for
FRPM-CN from CFD data according to Table 1, impact on
spectral shape of combustion noise for the PRECCINSTA burner.
CFD: computational fluid dynamics; FRPM-CN: fast random
particle method for combustion noise.
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exemplary streamlines in the source domain close to the
inner shear layer are investigated.
Local one-point statistics are reproduced for horizontal (Figure 13) and vertical proﬁle lines
(Figure 14) with almost identical quality, due to
approximate rotational symmetry of the temperature
variance proﬁle in the combustor.
Positions of proﬁle peaks are nicely reproduced in all
horizontal proﬁle lines. However, there is discrepancy
in view of absolute values between target and numerical
reproduction with 3D FRPM-CN. This is due to the
employed Gaussian ﬁlter for sound source

reconstruction which gives low peak values in case of
local length scales being relatively large compared to
variance proﬁle extensions. Furthermore, ﬁltering operations on basis of the local turbulent length scales from
a spatial noise ﬁeld results in blurred reproduced source
variance proﬁles. Despite deviations in source ﬂuctuation values, absolute combustion noise sound pressure
levels are accurately predicted, as shown in Figure 10.
This circumstance in view of rather poor representation
of prescribed variance proﬁles upstream in the burner is
assumed to be linked to discretisation of the source
region and resulting weaknesses of the Gaussian ﬁlter
leading to physical sound source extensions, as previously mentioned. As can be seen in Figures 13 and 14,
reproductions are poor for upstream proﬁles, where
variance proﬁles are narrow compared to lengthscales
directly resolved by the source ﬁeld grid. On the other
hand, overall source ﬁeld extensions are limiting the
reconstruction of larger sources downstream. Those circumstances might lead to a certain fraction of
unwanted noise production. The fact that absolute
sound pressure levels are still well predicted in
Figure 10 could be explained by, due to our experience,
deviations in the reproduction of peak values does not
have a signiﬁcant impact on absolute amplitudes over a
wide frequency range in the spectra, as long as broader
regions are accurately reproduced.
Over-prediction of reproduced variance levels in the
inner recirculation zone close to the burner axis is due
to large integral length-scales in the recirculation zones
in the CFD simulation, which serve as criterion for
local spatial source extensions. Furthermore, the prescribed variance according to e.g. equation (19) does
not consider physical source extensions. It is a scalar
estimation of source ﬂuctuation intensity. The presence
of local large length scales however leads to additional
source contributions, especially in recirculation zones.
For the evaluation of turbulent decay synthetisation
and therefore local 3D FRPN-CN two-point statistics
reproduction ability, two diﬀerent locations are investigated. Two-point correlation of transient source
signal at 10 discrete points on an exemplary streamline
according to Figure 8 is performed in the vicinity of the
stagnation point of the swirled ﬂow (C1) and once further downstream (C2) in the inner shear layer of the
swirled ﬂow. Properties of the investigated streamline
and positions of carried out correlations are depicted in
Figure 15. There, velocity, temperature variance and
turbulence integral quantities and their development
along the streamline are shown. For direct comparability, all variables are referenced to their maximum value.
Normalized quantities are depicted over the number of
discrete sampling points with an absolute spatial interval between points of x ¼ 0:83 mm. For the crosscorrelation in Figures 17 and 18, each ﬁfth point is

Figure 13. Exemplary prescribed and reproduced horizontal
source variance profiles, reference case #1, profile lines at h ¼ 6,
10, 20, 40 mm (left to right). Lines: statistical input, dash dotted:
3D FRPM-CN reproduction.
FRPM-CN: fast random particle method for combustion noise

Figure 14. Exemplary prescribed and reproduced vertical
source variance profiles, reference case #1, profile lines at h ¼ 6,
10, 20, 40 mm (left to right). Lines: statistical input, dash dotted:
3D FRPM-CN reproduction.
FRPM-CN: fast random particle method for combustion noise
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Figure 15. Normalized flow field, integral turbulence and
temperature variance distribution along the selected streamline
for cross-correlation analysis. C1 and C2 denote upstream (nearstagnation point) and downstream section for correlation
analyses.
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Figure 17. Source cross-correlation analysis for the reference
case at exemplary streamline from Figure 8. Normalised crosscorrelation coefficient over time-delay. Analytical envelopes with
different degrees of decay of sources. Near stagnation point
correlation C1.
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Figure 16. Normalized fluctuating sound source signal
qp 0=ð fref ref c2ref Þ½ at upstream points of respecting correlation
sections C1 and C2 in Figure 15 over discrete time points.

considered, leading to xcorr ¼ 3:32 mm. As can be
seen in Figure 15, velocities ﬁrst increase and then
decrease along the streamline. Therefore, the streamline
proceeds along the inner shear layer of the swirled ﬂow
from the probe number 100 approximately. As
expected, turbulent scales increase continuously along
the streamline.
Typical signals of ﬂuctuating sound sources at the
upstream points of cross-correlation sections C1 and
C2 from Figure 15 are shown in Figure 16. Source ﬂuctuation magnitude is considerably stronger at the
downstream point (Point 150), compared to the
upstream point (Point 1), since amplitude scaling due
to the temperature variance distribution along the
streamline is stronger downstream, as can be seen in
Figure 15. Furthermore, ﬂuctuations appear to be
more small-scaled for the upstream point, as a consequence from smaller turbulent length-scales upstream.
The impact of integral time scales can be clearly
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Figure 18. Source cross-correlation analysis for the reference
case at exemplary streamline from Figure 8. Normalised crosscorrelation coefficient over time-delay. Analytical envelopes with
different degrees of decay of sources. Downstream correlation
C2.

revealed from the following correlation only. Results
of cross-correlation analysis are depicted in
Figures 17 and 18.
A noticeable characteristic for both cross-correlation
analyses in Figures 17 and 18 is the under-prediction of
turbulent decay by the envelope of the ﬁrst-order correlation model, evaluated with equation (5). The diﬀerence between analytical solution and numerical
reproduction of the model correlation function can be
explained with the eﬀect of shear decorrelation, a phenomenon induced by the non-uniformity of the underlying mean ﬂow ﬁeld employed for source convection.
Shear decorrelation means an additionally induced
decorrelation eﬀect of sources due to velocity gradients
normal to streamlines, along which combustion noise
sound sources convect. This eﬀect becomes relevant
especially in the vicinity of the inner shear layer of
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the swirled ﬂow, where correlation analysis is carried
out. There, velocity gradients normal to mean streamlines are large. An analytical envelope considering the
eﬀect of shear decorrelation can be described with70

Table 2. Normalised correlation quantities at C1 for correlation peaks 5 to 8 from Figure 17.a

1
R ¼ rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 þ 0:25

du
dy

4

ð21Þ

2

 denotes the time-delay against which the numerical
correlation is evaluated. du / dy is the velocity gradient
normal to the streamline. It is estimated from CFD
RANS averaged ﬂow ﬁeld data. For the herein carried
out correlation analysis, the streamline-normal velocity
gradient is set as constant for the respective correlation
analysis along the streamline.
By comparison of upstream and downstream source
signal cross-correlation in Figures 17 and 18 it is
observed that the discrepancy of evaluated correlations
to analytical envelope without shear-decorrelation
eﬀects is stronger for the downstream point. This indicates that shear decorrelation plays a bigger role for the
downstream correlation section C2. This is consistent
with the observations of Figure 15, since the streamline
is located directly in the inner shear layer for correlation section C2 only. With the incorporation of
shear-decorrelation eﬀects according to equation (21),
a good description of turbulence induced decay from
the numerical simulation is achieved for similar
normal-streamline velocity gradients du / dy. It however
appears from the numerical evaluation of ﬂuctuating
source signal that both correlations feature a similar
turbulence induced decay.
From the distribution of correlation peaks along the
time delay axes in Figures 17 and 18 it can be inferred
that the non-constant velocity distribution along the
treated streamline is depicted, since their positions
along the time-delay axis is not constant. Furthermore,
correlation peaks of the downstream analysis in
Figure 18 are wider, indicating that larger turbulent
structures are depicted downstream, in accordance with
the distribution of turbulent length scales in the combustor, where integral scales are larger further downstream
close to the inner shear layer. Values for velocity and
integral turbulent length scales are extracted from correlation analysis and the average CFD ﬂow ﬁeld are
opposed in Tables 2 and 3. Reproduced velocity is evaluated from the ratio of monitoring point distance to
downstream correlation peak position on the time
delay axis. Locally reproduced length scales are estimated from ﬁts of the analytical solution in equation
(5) to downstream correlation peaks.
For both, upstream and downstream correlation
analyses, there is a good representation of source convection by the numerical simulation (uc,korr ), compared

Point

uc,korr

uc,CFD

ðuc,korr  uc,CFD Þ=uc,CFD

P5
P6
P7
P8

0.0564
0.0587
0.0547
0.0601

0.05794
0.05841
0.05898
0.05954

0.026
0.005
0.073
0.009

Point

lT,korr

lT,CFD

ðlT,korr  lT,CFD Þ=lT,CFD

P5
P6
P7
P8

0.005
0.0046
0.004
0.003

0.00118
0.00126
0.00142
0.001523

3.24
2.65
1.82
0.97

a

Normalisation quantities according to Appendix 1.

Table 3. Normalised correlation quantities at C2 for correlation peaks 5 to 8 from Figure 18.a
Point

uc,korr

uc,CFD

ðuc,korr  uc,CFD Þ=uc,CFD

P5
P6
P7
P8

0.0858
0.0677
0.0636
0.0604

0.0619
0.0616
0.0612
0.0608

0.39
0.10
0.04
0.01

Point

lT,korr

lT,CFD

ðlT,korr  lT,CFD Þ=lT,CFD

P5
P6
P7
P8

0.0055
0.0045
0.0045
0.003

0.005986
0.006172
0.00644
0.006661

0.081
0.27
0.301
0.324

a

Normalisation quantities according to Appendix 1.

to the prescription from CFD simulations (uc,CFD ).
Maximum deviations are present at the downstream
correlation section C2 for the most upstream point
investigated. Besides this value, reproduced source convection velocities are in good agreement with CFD prescriptions, showing a maximum deviation of 0.1.
In terms of length scales, a good representation by
the numerical simulation (lT,korr ) can be observed for
the downstream section C2 in Table 3 with larger
length scales compared to the upstream section C1 in
Table 2, with maximum deviations to the CFD input
(lT,CFD ) of about 0.324. However, signiﬁcant diﬀerences
between input and numerical realisation are present for
the upstream correlation. The main reason for the
upstream length scale deviations in Table 2 are suspected to be due to relatively small length scales close
to the stagnation point. There, values of integral length
scales are smaller than the direct grid resolution of
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FRPM-CN. As a consequence, modelled sources
appear larger than they should be according to the
input deﬁnition. However as a compensation, their
amplitude is downscaled according to the ratio of
CFD length scales and the minimum value that is directly resolvable by FRPM-CN. This modelling strategy
is implemented in order to conserve acoustic forcing as
prescribed from CFD simulations. However, the discrepancy of small length scales from CFD and directly
resolvable length scales can cause deviations of downstream
source
correlation
peak
extensions.
Furthermore, errors appear to be large, however,
upstream absolute length scale values are small for
either prescription from CFD simulations and
FRPM-CN reproduction.
Considering all carried out analyses for the FRPMCN reproduction capability of local one- and two-point
statistics, it can be stated that the method achieves a
good
representation
of
turbulence
statistics.
Nonetheless, there are certain deviations. From our
experience, reducing the deviations can lead to a reduction of unwanted noise contributions and could therefore lead to a better agreement between experiment and
numerical simulation in the comparison of Figure 10.
For signiﬁcant improvement of numerical reproduction, the source ﬁeld grid of FRPM-CN would need
reﬁnement. Alongside, the number of particles necessary for noise generation would increase and thereby
the computational time. Therefore, a sensible compromise has to be chosen for adequate source ﬁeld resolution and turbulence statistics reproduction on the one
hand, and, eﬃcient combustion noise simulation with
good agreement to experimental data at low computation costs on the other hand.

8 Conclusions
The hybrid, stochastic combustion noise prediction
approach
FRPM-CN
was
applied
to
the
PRECCINSTA model combustor in view of applicability to a complex test case. The method relies on turbulence and ﬂow ﬁeld statistics as input for sound source
reconstruction in the time domain. Sound propagation
is realised with a modiﬁed set of linearised Euler equations, incorporating mean ﬂow ﬁeld information from
CFD data. Resonance phenomena are theoretically
detectable, while thermoacoustic cycles cannot be captured with a sequential, hybrid approach.
The stochastic ansatz reproduces turbulence induced
decay based on integral length and time scale distribution in an assumed sound source region. The reproduction ability of local one- and two-point statistics was
evaluated. It was shown that prescribed statistics were
well captured and reproduced by FRPM-CN and that
absolute sound pressure levels of combustion noise
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from experiments were accurately predicted, with
some deviations in terms of integral turbulent length
scale reproduction, limited to certain source ﬁeld
characteristics.
In the context of this particular application case it
was stated that direct combustion noise is dominant
over indirect in this encased, swirl stabilised combustion test case, since experimental pressure spectra were
reproduced by an approach considering direct combustion noise sources in the reaction zone only.
Turbulence statistics input was varied for integral
length and time scales and the impact on spectral
shape and levels of combustion noise were analysed.
It was found that combustion noise spectra are
almost independent of variation of turbulence input
for the PRECCINSTA burner test case in the investigated range. A change of spectral shape was shown to
be achievable with a variation of turbulent integral time
scale. However, no ﬁtting of model constants was
applied for the comparison with experimental data, in
order to investigate the general applicability of the
method in swirl stabilized combustion regimes.
Therefore, FRPM-CN was shown to serve as a
robust and eﬃcient tool for the analysis of combustion
noise sound sources and pressure spectra. Combustioninduced noise source locations can be easily revealed.
The fraction of direct combustion noise of overall
acoustic pressure ﬂuctuation in enclosed combustion
systems with thermoacoustic phenomena can be reliably detected, relying on statistical input from steadystate CFD simulations only.
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Appendix 1
Notation

A^
cp
cTl
cT
CT
D
f
f
G^ a
G
i
k
lT
Lp
L
_
m
Ma
n
p
p0
Pr
Prt
Pth
q
qp
Q
r
ri
R
R
R^
Re
Rs
si
S^
t
t1
T~
T 00
T 002
e
uc0
e
u
e
u0
U
VSn
x

amplitude function
specific heat capacity
scaling constant, turb. length scale
scaling constant, turb. time scale
dissipation model constant
characteristic tube diameter
frequency
mixture fraction
adjoint Green’s function
spatial filter kernel
imaginary unit
turbulent kinetic energy
integral length scale
sound pressure spectrum
Wave equation operator
mass flow rate
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Mach number ðje
uj= Rs T Þ
spatial dimension
mean pressure
acoustic pressure
Prandtl number ð cp = t Þ
turbulent Prandtl number ð t cp = Þ
thermal load
general source term
combustion noise source term
general source term
spatial separation
random value of particle i
decorrelation envelope
cross-correlation coefficient
variance of a correlated variable
Reynolds number ðe
1uD= Þ
specific gas constant
fraction of random value of particle i
power spectral density
time
integration time
Favre averaged temperature
fluctuating temperature
temperature variance
average velocity from RANS
Favre averaged velocity
acoustic velocity
white noise field
source field volume, dimension n
source field coordinates

–
J/kg K
–
–
–
m
Hz
–
–
–
–
m2 =s2
m
dB
–
kg/s
–
Pa
Pa
–
–
W
Pa/s
Pa/s
–
mjmjm
–
–
–
K2 =s2
–
J=ðkg KÞ
–
dB/Hz
s
s
K
K
K2
m=sjm=sjm=s
m=sjm=sjm=s
m=sjm=sjm=s
–
m2, m3
mjmjm
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x1
x0

far-field observer coordinates
auxiliary coordinates

mjmjm
mjmjm

a


g



Langevin model constant
Langevin model constant
turbulence model constant
isentropic exponent
dirac function
difference
thermal heat conductivity
dynamic viscosity
turbulent dynamic viscosity
Gaussian distributed noise forcing
density
fluctuating density
averaged density
time delay, temporal separation
integral time scale
effective source std. dev.
equivalence ratio
circular frequency
turbulence frequency

–
–
–
–
–
–
W=ðmKÞ
kg=ðmsÞ
kg=ðmsÞ
–
kg=m3
kg=m3
kg=m3


Pa/s
–
Hz
Hz

t



0


T
’

!
!

Reference conditions
Reference conditions for normalisation of CFD quantities in the CCA simulations are evaluated from ambient
upstream air plenum conditions for air at T ¼ 320 K. They are given in the following:

cref
fref
lref
Rs
ref
ref

ref

speed of sound
frequency
reference length
specific gas constant
isentropic exponent
dyn. viscosity
density

358:5 m=s
358:5 Hz
1m
287:058 J=ðkg KÞ
1.4
17:1  106 Pa  s
1:1 kg=m3

